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When a joint is exposed to cyclic vertical forces, the appearance of degenerative 
changes is essentially only a matter of time.[4,5] These repetitive forces cause 
a fatigue-failure in the joint tissues, a well-known phenomenon that includes 
alterations in both the articular cartilage[6] and in the cancellous subchondral  
bone.[7] As a result, degenerative changes progress rapidly and symptoms 
frequently develop.

In many cases, the risk for joint replacements can be reduced.  Whenever 
degenerative changes affect weight-bearing joints, especially in the spine and 
lower extremities, methods to reduce the damaging effects of heel-strike shock
on the musculoskeletal system should be implemented.
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Degenerative joint disease (also called osteoarthrosis) increases in
frequency with age.  As society gets older, therefore, healthcare  
providers are faced with more patients having painful joint conditions.

Joint replacement surgeries are being widely marketed to your patients and they 
are a big business.
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TREATMENTS
The use of Foot Levelers custom orthotics can help alleviate symptoms 
in patients with joint paint and biomechanical deficiencies, while also 
reducing the potential for future injury.

Custom orthotics provide a balanced, symmetrical foundation while 
blocking the excessive motions of the feet that twist the knee internally 
and cause the femur head to rotate anteriorly, creating stress in the 
pelvis and spine.

Other vital treatment methods:

to download educational resources

Check out FootLevelers.com/research-newsletters

Regular exercise that 
reduces the load on 
the joints

Educate your patients that Foot Levelers custom orthotics can help prevent 
joint replacement surgery!

Biomechanical 
exams, starting
at an early age

Educating patients 
on proper nutrition 
and weight

Nutritional coaching 
(Most undergoing joint 
replacements are obese)[6]
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